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A B S T R A C T   

In this paper, the vulnerability of ordinary unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings is analyzed, 
and the literature related to possible seismic retrofit interventions is reviewed in order to 
investigate their feasibility and effectiveness. These interventions are then simulated on a data-
base of 445 buildings through Vulnus_4.0 software, that performs simplified mechanical analyses 
accounting for both global and local behavior of masonry buildings. The fragility of each building 
is assessed both in its as-built state and after the simulation of retrofit interventions. Fragility 
curves are then processed, and a fragility model for four building typologies is obtained for the as- 
built and the seismic retrofitted configurations. Lastly, mean damage maps are elaborated, and 
the performance of the proposed retrofit interventions is analyzed. The results of this work allow 
evaluating and comparing the improvement of seismic behavior brought by various retrofit in-
terventions and could serve as a basis for further theoretical studies and for practical design in 
real cases.   

1. Introduction 

The seismic events occurred in Italy during the last decades have shown the high vulnerability of the residential built heritage, 
which is mainly composed by historical buildings not seismically designed. Several national [1–4] and international [5–7] studies 
based on direct field observations of post-earthquake damage demonstrate a lack of capacity of old masonry buildings to resist to 
horizontal actions. Notwithstanding, both masonry and reinforced concrete (RC) buildings suffered high damage. The damage suffered 
by RC buildings is often associated to non-structural elements (i.e., extensive cracking and ejection of infill walls), although also 
collapses due to story mechanisms caused by the shear failure or flexural yielding at end sections of columns have been observed [8]. 
On the other hand, unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings usually experienced more severe damage levels [4,9], exhibiting both 
in-plane and out-of-plane failure mechanisms. This behavior is due to a lack of adequate connections and structural details, low 
mechanical characteristics of the masonry material and structural irregularities. Moreover, masonry disaggregation has often been 
observed in case of poor masonry and mortar quality [1]. Conversely, good seismic performances have been observed in modern 
masonry buildings, most of which showed negligible damage or suffered limited shear damage, in the form of diagonal and bi-diagonal 
cracks at the ground floor. This is due to the adequate masonry quality and the regular structure with rigid and well-connected di-
aphragms, which provide significant shear redistribution among walls and overstrength [3,4]. 

The serious damage caused by earthquakes keeps leading to many casualties and huge amount of economic losses. This issue has 
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motivated several studies aimed at defining the vulnerability of the building typologies diffused in Italy, to better understand the 
seismic risk at a territorial level and make it possible to plan seismic risk mitigation strategies at national scale. An example is the 
updating of the national assessment of disaster risk [10], developed by the Italian Department of Civil Protection (DPC) in response to 
the recommendations of the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015–2030 [11]. The document, called “National Risk 
Assessment”, contains an overview of potential major disasters in Italy, including a contribution related to the seismic vulnerability 
assessment of the Italian residential building heritage. 

In this context, the scientific community, in particular ReLUIS (Italian Network of the University Laboratories of Seismic and 
Structural Engineering) and Eucentre (European Center for Training and Research in Earthquake Engineering) have been working on 
the development of large-scale seismic vulnerability and fragility models related to specific macro-typologies of buildings, distin-
guished by age of construction, type of load-bearing structure (i.e., RC and masonry) and height classes [12,13]. In those works, six 
fragility models were developed, derived by means of mechanical models [14,15], using empirical approaches [16–18], or 
empirical-heuristic methodologies [19]. In the literature, it is possible to find many other methods for assessing both large-scale and 
building scale seismic vulnerability [20–23], but the above-mentioned approaches are very well suited to applications at territorial 
scales thanks to the definition of macro-typologies of buildings on the basis of available census data [24]. 

After developing seismic vulnerability analyses of the existing built heritage, the scientific community has started investigating the 
effectiveness of single retrofit interventions or extensive risk mitigation strategies [25–27]. To do this, the impact of possible retrofit 
interventions on risk mitigation must be estimated. This issue was addressed within a ReLUIS project called MARS (MAppe di Rischio 
Sismico – Seismic Risk MAps), developed in 2019–2021, and continues today within the MARS2 project 2022–2024 [28]. Indeed, a 
specific task of these projects includes the development of mitigated fragility sets taking into account different seismic retrofit in-
terventions, to carry out mitigated risk analyses and thus evaluate the effectiveness of different strategies. 

The purpose of this paper is to present retrofitted fragility curves, developed within the above-mentioned ReLUIS projects, 
simulating different types of interventions on a database of residential masonry buildings. Those buildings have been already analyzed 
in their as-built condition in previous studies [14,29,30]. This elaboration allows estimating the vulnerability reduction brought by 
different retrofit interventions, and it gives an indication of their effectiveness when applied at a large scale. 

2. Macro-typologies of buildings and seismic retrofit interventions 

The database selected to carry out the analyses is composed of 445 residential masonry buildings belonging to four macro- 
typologies, according to their construction period. The four macro-typologies include: a) historical buildings designed before 1919; 
b) buildings designed between 1919 and 1945; c) buildings designed between 1946 and 1960; d) buildings designed between 1961 and 
1980. More modern buildings, i.e., those designed after 1980, have been excluded from this study since they usually show high quality 
construction details and have been built following more recent design codes. For these reasons, they are less vulnerable according to 
fragility analyses (e.g., Refs. [14,17–19]) and can be considered adequate enough to withstand seismic actions, as also demonstrated 
by recent post-earthquake surveys [3,4]. Indeed, the first specific regulation for the calculation of masonry structures, that introduced 
requirements on the construction details and geometry of masonry buildings, entered into force thanks to the Italian Ministry of In-
frastructures in 1987 [31]. Therefore, those buildings in general do not require specific retrofit interventions, unless they have specific 
deficiencies. 

Each macro-typology defined by age is then divided into 2 sub-typologies defined by height: Low-Rise (LR) buildings (1 or 2 
stories), or Mid-Rise (MR) buildings (more than 2 stories, i.e., 3, 4 or 5 stories). 

In general, the subdivision has been defined based not only on factors that influence the vulnerability of the building (i.e., building 
height and construction techniques), but also on the Italian national census [24], the most complete national building stock dataset 
available in Italy. The main criteria considered for the sampling of the buildings collected to perform the fragility analysis and the 
database itself have already been extensively described in Donà et al. [14]. The case studies were selected on the basis of typological 
and geographical representativeness from several sources. About 50% of the database consists of surveys directly carried out by the 
research group of the University of Padova in recent years, whereas the remaining part is composed of projects of public housing or 
private buildings published on books or kindly provided by architects, engineers and municipal offices. The distribution of the 
analyzed sample is shown in Table 1 by construction period and height class and some examples of buildings that were collected in the 
database are shown in Fig. 1 

Once the building macro-typologies are defined, it is necessary to identify which retrofit interventions can be considered feasible 
and meaningful for each of them. To do so, the main characteristics of each macro-typology have been investigated in terms of ma-
terials, construction details and building techniques. Information about these features has been collected from Italian construction 
standards, technical architecture manuals, and other projects, previously examined and extensively presented in Ref. [14]. The main 
typological parameters that are considered significant for this work are summarized in Table 2. Pre-1919 and 1919–1945 typologies 
are very similar, with most buildings made of stone or solid brick masonry, wooden floors without ring-beams, and sometimes with 

Table 1 
Distribution of case studies in the database.   

Pre 1919 1919–1945 1946–1960 1961–1980 

LR (1-2 stories) 70 53 43 58 
MR (3-5 stories) 135 27 37 22  
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tie-rods acting as wall-to-wall connections. In the mid 1940s, new construction technologies began to spread: stone and solid bricks 
were gradually replaced by hollow bricks, and floors started to be composed almost exclusively of reinforced concrete (RC) and 
hollow-tile blocks, with the presence of ring-beams at every floor, despite the fact that ring-beams built before the late 1980s are often 
not adequately reinforced. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Vulnus_4.0 software 

The software used to carry out mechanical analyses of each building of the dataset is Vulnus_4.0, developed at the University of 
Padova from 1990 [32] and subsequently updated in 2010 [33], up to the current 2022 web version (https://vulnus.dicea.unipd.it/ 
[34]). Vulnus_4.0 analyzes load-bearing masonry structures in a simplified way. Through limited information about geometry (plan 
and elevation layout), material properties, construction details, and qualitative information, the software estimates the resistance of 
the load-bearing masonry wall system of a building in its two main directions to out-of-plane (OOP) mechanisms and in-plane (IP) 
shear stress, in order to assess a general vulnerability level of the building. In particular, three indices are calculated. 

The first index I1 is computed as the minimum IP shear failure critical acceleration (normalized to gravity acceleration g) of the two 
main parallel wall systems of the building, and is then normalized to the gravity acceleration g. 

The second index I2 represents the calculated critical acceleration (also normalized to g) that causes the activation of the main OOP 
collapse mechanisms. The triggering acceleration is calculated for each wall and for several mechanisms, including: the overall 
overturning of the wall, the overturning and flexural failure of the top story, the flexural and the arching mechanism failure at the last 
story, the overturning and the flexural collapse of the arch shoulders at the last story, and the detachment of the transverse walls at the 
last story. 

Lastly, the I3 index provides a vulnerability evaluation based on qualitative features of the building not included in the other two 
indices. It is calculated using the scores assigned to 11 qualitative parameters collected in the GNDT “Second Level” form [35]. 
Specifically, a class from A to D (where A is the best condition) is assigned to every parameter and is then associated to a numerical 
score. 

The software performs a vulnerability analysis based on these three indices using the fuzzy sets theory [36]. In particular, Vul-
nus_4.0 provides estimates of the expected seismic damage in the form of three fragility curves expressed in Peak Ground Acceleration 
(PGA). The three curves represent a medium-severe damage state (assumed as a DS2-3 of the European Macroseismic Scale EMS98 
[37]), and they are defined as a “White” curve, that represents the average building vulnerability, a “Lower-Bound” curve and an 
“Upper-Bound” curve, that represent the extreme probabilities and define a range of vulnerability due to the various sources of 

Fig. 1. Examples of Italian masonry buildings by construction period and height class.  

Table 2 
Summary of typological information for each construction age.   

Pre-1919 1919–1945 

Material Stones or solid bricks Solid bricks or stones 
Floor type Wood Wood, precast RC or hourdis hollow-tiles 
Ring-beams Missing Missing, or poorly reinforced 
Connections Mostly ineffective, possible presence of tie-rods Often ineffective, possible presence of tie-rods  

1946–1960 1961–1980 

Material Solid bricks or hollow bricks Hollow bricks 
Floor type RC and hollow-tiles RC and hollow-tiles 
Ring-beams At every floor, poorly reinforced At every floor, not adequately reinforced 
Connections Often ineffective Sometimes ineffective  
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Fig. 2. Procedure of post-processing of the Vulnus_4.0 results (modified starting from Donà et al. [14]).  
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uncertainty (i.e. mechanical properties of the material, geometry regularity both in plan and elevation, effectiveness of construction 
details, etc.). Indeed, especially when using a simplified procedure to produce fragility curves, it is essential to take model uncertainties 
into account, such as the possible variability of construction parameters and the quality and reliability of the data [38–40]. 

Further information on how the software computes each index and the fragility curves can be found in Refs. [29,33,34]. 

3.2. Methodological approach 

The curves produced by Vulnus_4.0 are calculated for discrete PGA values, but can be fitted with continuous cumulative lognormal 
distributions, which are often used to describe the seismic fragility of buildings. Lognormal fragility curves are described by two 
parameters: the median value μ of the intensity measure (PGA) of a specific damage state (DS), and the standard deviation β describing 
the dispersion. These two parameters have been defined, for each building, through the application of the maximum likelihood method 
to the discrete curves obtained through Vulnus_4.0. 

The following is an overview of the procedure of post-processing of the Vulnus_4.0 results (Fig. 2), carried out to develop the 
complete final set of fragilities, whose extensive description and validation can be found in Donà et al. [14].  

- Step 1. For each macro-typology, the curves of each building with the same number of floors and age of construction are averaged 
first by municipality (Step 1.1 and 1.2 of Fig. 2), in order to maintain a geographical and typological representativeness. Then, the 
resulting fragility curves that describe buildings with a specific number of stories are averaged (Step 1.3 of Fig. 2) in order to obtain 
the height sub-class curve, considering for each sub-typology the actual real distribution obtained from ISTAT (2011) census data 
[24]. 

- Step 2. Since the curves produced by Vulnus_4.0 represent a single damage state (DS2-3), they do not allow a complete interpre-
tation of damage. In order to represent seismic fragility over five damage states (from DS1 to DS5, as described in EMS98), the 
macroseismic fragility model of [41] is calibrated on the mechanical fragility model obtained for DS2-3 (Step 2 of Fig. 2). Spe-
cifically, the macroseismic model is converted from macroseismic intensity to PGA according to a correlation law [42], and is then 
calibrated on the optimal solution between the minimization of the absolute error between the curves, according to the least 
squares method, and the minimization of the relative error, expressed as the difference of positive and negative areas between the 
curves.  

- Step 3. The first two steps of the procedure are applied separately for the curves White, Lower- and Upper-Bound, resulting in three 
new mechanics-based heuristic fragility models: the most probable (White), and two boundary probabilities (Lower- and Upper- 
Bound). Considering the aim of providing a fragility model suitable for large-scale risk assessments, a single fragility set for 
each building macro-typology is derived by combining White, Upper- and Lower-Bound fragility sets as shown in Step 3 of Fig. 2. 
These curves were first obtained by discrete points, and subsequently converted into lognormal curves by applying the criterion of 
maximum likelihood in the PGA range of interest, i.e., from 0 to 0.8 g. This operation allows to maintain the average fragility 
defined by the White curves, but at the same time to increase the dispersion parameter within the two extreme boundaries. 

4. Seismic retrofit interventions 

Before carrying out vulnerability analyses through Vulnus_4.0, retrofit interventions must be selected as the most significant and 
effective for each building macro-typology. To do this, the reference literature was taken into account together with direct field ob-
servations [9,43–46]. In particular, due to the typological similarities among buildings erected in time periods that are close to each 
other, two blocks of interventions were selected, one for the so-called “historical” buildings (i.e., built before 1945) and one for more 
modern buildings (i.e., built after 1945). Specifically, the interventions have been grouped into three categories, depending on the kind 
of improvement that they are supposed to bring: a) interventions to increase the strength and quality of masonry (MSN), b) in-
terventions to improve the wall-to-wall and wall-to-floor connections and to guarantee the box-like behavior (TR, CR), and c) in-
terventions to increase the stiffness of the horizontal diaphragms (FLR) [47,48]. These interventions can be applied individually or 
they can be combined to optimize their effectiveness. In Table 3, the interventions selected for the two building macro-classes are 
shown. Four possible interventions are proposed for the two macro-typologies of buildings designed before 1919 and between 1919 
and 1945, combined in 4 different ways, for a total of eight possible interventions. On the other hand, the interventions selected for 

Table 3 
Selected retrofit interventions for different construction periods.  

Before 1945 individual interventions MSN1 1st stage of masonry strengthening (one intervention) 
MSN2 2nd stage of masonry strengthening (combined interventions) 
TR addition of tie-rods 
FLR stiffening of floors (light intervention) 

combined interventions MSN1+TR 1st stage of masonry strengthening + addition of tie-rods 
MSN1+FLR 1st stage of masonry strengthening + stiffening of floors 
MSN2+TR 2nd stage of masonry strengthening + addition of tie-rods 
MSN2+FLR 2nd stage of masonry strengthening + stiffening of floors 

After 1945 individual interventions MSN masonry strengthening (reinforced plaster) 
CR addition of confining rings 
FLR stiffening of floors (heavy intervention) 

combined interventions MSN + CR masonry strengthening + addition of confining rings 
MSN + FLR masonry strengthening + stiffening of floors  
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buildings designed between 1945 and 1980 are three, and their possible combinations lead to a total of five possible strategies. 
In the following paragraphs, a detailed explanation of the most common interventions summarized in Table 3 and of their 

implementation through Vulnus_4.0 software is given, taking into account the significant differences between the macro-typologies and 
the specific features of every single building. Due to the simplified modelling procedures of the software, the implementation process 
can be divided into two parts. The first part relates to the interventions that can be implemented through the available software options 
and are generally connected to changes in the mechanical parameters. However, some of the interventions had to be implemented 
indirectly, reproducing their effect on the overall behavior of the building. The second part of the implementation process refers to the 
improvement of building features that impact on seismic performance, i.e., the qualitative parameters of the Second Level GNDT form. 
According to the Vulnus_4.0 software description given in §3.1, a qualitative class from A to D is assigned to each one of the 11 pa-
rameters of the form in their original conditions. Subsequently, given the effects of each intervention, a higher qualitative class is 
assigned to the parameters affected by the specific intervention, with reference to the technical manual of the form [35]. 

4.1. Improvement of masonry quality and strength 

To ensure a good seismic performance of a masonry building, the quality and state of preservation of masonry is of paramount 
importance. If masonry is not sufficiently strong and compact, the application of seismic actions leads to stone disaggregation or severe 
in-plane shear failure. Several techniques can be applied to improve the performance of masonry, depending on the typology and 
quality of masonry itself [49], as also demonstrated by recent post-earthquake field observations [44]. Therefore, a careful evaluation 
of the as-built state of masonry is necessary to select the most suitable intervention. 

As presented in Table 3, two stages of retrofit interventions on masonry are proposed in case of historical buildings (MSN1, MSN2), 
while only one stage is taken into consideration in case of modern buildings (MSN), because of their better as-built performance. The 
first stage of masonry intervention on historical buildings (MSN1) considers the application of lighter or single strengthening tech-
niques, whereas the second one (MSN2) implies the concurrent application of two techniques or the extensive implementation of a 
heavier single technique, to achieve the best retrofit result. 

The techniques used to improve the quality and strength of masonry proposed in this study vary according to the type of masonry. 
For what concerns historical buildings, the load-bearing structure is usually composed of stone or solid brick masonry. Specifically, the 
first usually consists of rubble stones with irregular patterns and presence of many voids, or of better shaped and coursed stone, the 
latter being generally of higher quality and more performing than the previous. Brick masonry is generally more regularly coursed. 
Both stone and brick masonry can be composed of two or three leaves, that are often not properly connected, particularly in the case of 
rubble, multi-leaf, stone masonry. Conversely, modern load-bearing masonry buildings (built after 1945) are generally made of 
industrialized solid or hollow bricks and blocks or, to a smaller extent, better shaped stones. 

In case of inconsistent random stone masonry, grout injections are one of the most common and effective interventions [50–52]. 
This technique consists of grouting the wall core by filling the voids through a regular pattern of drilled holes. Nowadays, natural 
hydraulic lime-based grouts are usually preferred, as their composition is more similar to that of historic mortars, thus ensuring a better 
homogenization with existing materials [50,53,54]. 

Nonetheless, even in masonry composed of more regular elements (i.e., stone ashlar and solid brick), the mechanical characteristics 
(compressive and tensile strength) may need to be improved. On both regular stone and brick, and irregular stone masonry typologies, 
reinforced concrete jackets made of cement or lime-based mortars and welded steel meshes can be added ([55], Fig. 3a). Conversely, an 
intervention technique more suitable for masonry characterized by even surfaces and regular textures consists of FRP (Fiber Reinforced 
Polymer) and SRG (Steel Reinforced Grout) applications (Fig. 3b and c) consisting of strips made of glass, carbon, aramid, or poly-
propylene fiber meshes applied with either organic or inorganic matrixes [56–60]. FRCM-TRM (Fiber Reinforced Cementitious Mortar 
– Textile Reinforced Mortars) plasters represent an evolution of the previously described interventions. FRCM-TRM plasters consists of 
fiber meshes, coated in inorganic matrices based on lime or cement mortar and spread to the entire surface of the walls. The final 

Fig. 3. Reinforced concrete jackets (a) and example of application of FRP-SRG (b, c).  
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outcome is similar to that of reinforced concrete jackets, but it comes with a lighter load, and in particular stiffness, increase. These 
reinforced plasters should be applied on both sides of the wall, although less performing one-side solutions, properly anchored by 
transversal connections, are also allowed [61–67]. This type of intervention is suitable also for more modern buildings, characterized 
by more regular masonry, where it is not necessary to fill internal voids, avoid masonry disaggregation, or improve the bond among 
different masonry leaves, but it is generally needed to produce a light but widespread strength increase. 

The most suitable intervention in case of masonry with multiple leaves not adequately connected to each other is the insertion of 
artificial transverse elements with an anti-expulsion function, which can be applied only if the masonry is consistent enough to ensure 
the coupling between the faces, thus the overall functioning of the wall [68,69]. 

Lastly, when the resistant elements are mostly regular and performing, but the mortar is of very poor quality or in a deteriorated 
state, it is possible to act with bed-joint repointing [70], which could be also reinforced or not with steel or FRP bars [50,71]. 

To summarize, the 1st stage masonry interventions proposed in this study, according to the type of masonry, are injections on 
random multi-leaf stone, and the application of reinforced plaster or FRCM-TRM in case of stone ashlars, solid and hollow brick 
masonry. These interventions can be integrated, as 2nd stage intervention, with bed-joint repointing or reinforced bed-joint repointing 
(in case of regularly coursed masonry) and transversal connection elements (in case of multi-leaf stone masonry). 

To simulate these types of intervention through Vulnus_4.0, the corrective coefficients shown in Table 4 are applied to the me-
chanical characteristics of the materials composing the building. The coefficients are averaged on those of table C8.5. II available in the 
Italian Circular 2019/01/21 [48], and depend on the type of intervention and on the construction material. In case of historical 
masonry, the first step of intervention brings a similar improvement for different masonry types. Instead, the implementation of more 
invasive and heavy interventions on stone masonry, characterized by values of the mechanical parameters lower than the ones 
associated to brick masonry, gives greater improvements, although it does not exceed the values of the mechanical characteristics of 
brick masonry. Moreover, the improvement in case of hollow brick masonry is very low, since the performance level in the as-built 
state is already high. Lastly, since these interventions require addition of material, an average increase of masonry specific weight 
was estimated by 5% in case of stone masonry and 4% in case of solid and hollow brick masonry. 

As concerns the modification of the class assigned to the GNDT qualitative parameters, the improvement of masonry quality is 
related to four parameters: parameter n.1 “type and organization of the resistant system”; parameter n.2 “quality of the resistant 
system”; parameter n.3 “conventional resistance”; and parameter n.11 “state of preservation”. The parameters n.1 and n.3 are excluded 
from the calculation of the qualitative index I3 by Vulnus_4.0 because the former is completely integrated in the OOP index I2, and the 
latter in the IP index I1 [33]. For this reason, only parameters n.2 and n.11 have been modified after the strengthening interventions. 
The parameter n.2, “quality of the resistant system”, depends on the homogeneity of the wall fabric, and it is assigned to an A class for 
particularly good masonry structures, or in presence of masonry consolidated according to current seismic standards [35]. The class of 
parameter n.2 has been thus changed to A either for MUR1, MUR2 and MUR, regardless of the as-built masonry type and original 
quality class. Parameter n.11 is classified based on the maintenance state of the masonry, and an A class is assigned to masonry in good 
condition, without visible damage, which can be also obtained after a well realized strengthening intervention. Therefore, also the 
class of parameter n.11 has been changed to A after the application of interventions. 

4.2. Improvement of connections and box-like behavior 

Connections between structural elements are necessary to ensure a box-like behavior of masonry buildings, which is the ability to 
act as an ensemble of all structural components, activating the in-plane response of the walls and resulting in a higher resistance of the 
structure to the horizontal actions caused by an earthquake. 

Wall-to-wall and wall-to-floor/wall-to-roof connections are often inadequate in ancient buildings [44,45], causing a poor distri-
bution of the shear loads in the masonry walls and the possibility of activating out-of-plane collapse mechanisms. 

Interventions to improve wall-to-wall connections can be implemented by masonry corner reconstruction or by inserting steel or 
composite elements locally [72]. Interventions to improve the wall-to-floor connections can be carried out, for example, by inserting 
inclined steel bars in grouted holes drilled in the masonry, or by inserting fasteners (for example steel plates) at the ends of the beams, 
anchored on the external face of the wall or injected in holes in the wall [5,73–75]. The latter solution is particularly efficient in case of 
wooden floors (Fig. 4). 

The most traditional and popular solution to obtain a box-like behavior is the insertion of steel tie-rods (TR) or confining rings (CR) 
[47,55,76–80]. TR are steel bars connecting parallel opposite walls, that allow preventing the out-of-plane overturning of walls and, 
when placed parallel to façade walls, allowing a better in-plane load redistribution and behavior of piers and spandrel walls (Fig. 5a). 
This technique is highly compatible, thus being one of the most traditional ones and very frequently implemented in historical 

Table 4 
Multiplicative coefficients applied by type of masonry and construction period.  

Before 1945 MSN1 MSN2 

Stone masonry 1.7 2.4 
Solid brick masonry 1.5 1.8 
Tuff masonry 1.6 1.9 

After 1945 MSN 

Solid brick masonry 1.7 
Hollow brick masonry 1.3  
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buildings. Usually, TR are placed at floor level in conjunction with masonry corners or T-junctions, along external and internal 
load-bearing walls, in the two main directions of the building (Fig. 5b). TR can be directly implemented in Vulnus_4.0, that considers 
the presence of this type of element. The number of ties was calculated for each building by placing, along each main direction of the 
building, an adequate number of rods (two rods, one per side, placed parallel to the internal partitions, and one rod close to the 
perimeter walls). 

As for the CR, these have the same function of TR, but they are applied on the external face of the walls. They consist of steel bars or 
bands of FRP/SRG placed all around the buildings [59,60,66]. The CR intervention has been considered as the equivalent of TR for 
modern buildings, useful when modern buildings are not provided with perimetral RC tie-beams or the RC tie-beams are insufficiently 
reinforced. The result of CR is indeed to counteract the OOP mechanisms of walls and to improve the overall box-like behavior of the 
building. In this case, as Vulnus_4.0 does not explicitly consider the presence of this type of element, CR are simulated with the insertion 
of two TR in each direction, in correspondence of the horizontal diaphragms of the building. 

For the intervention to be successful, both TR and CR need to be used when masonry is sufficiently compact and resistant to sustain 
the local force applied by the anchors. If this is not the case, it is necessary to apply local or global masonry strengthening interventions 
such as grout injections, reinforcement or replacement of individual degraded elements [67]. For the purpose of this study, this 
condition was considered to be originally verified (when only TR or CR interventions are applied), or to be satisfied with the appli-
cation of a combined intervention, where a global masonry strengthening intervention is also foreseen. 

The GNDT form takes into account the presence of these elements with particular reference to the issue of OOP thrusts at the roof 
level (parameter n.9 “roof”). According to the manual [43], the addition of tie-rods or other confining elements can improve the roof of 
one class. Consistently with the GNDT form, the implementation of TR or CR brings an upgrade of one class to parameter n.9. 

Fig. 4. Example of floor-to-wall connection (a) and of external anchors (b, c).  

Fig. 5. Positioning of tie-beams: three-dimensional scheme (b) and position in plan (a).  
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4.3. Strengthening and stiffening of horizontal diaphragms 

The horizontal diaphragms of masonry buildings have a crucial role on their seismic behavior, since they redistribute horizontal 
loads among load-bearing walls, thanks to sufficient stiffness and adequate connections to the vertical structure (load-bearing walls). 

In general, there is a significant difference among the floor typologies in historical and modern buildings, resulting in different 
kinds of floor interventions (FLR) to be applied in the two cases. The horizontal diaphragms in ancient buildings often do not satisfy 
stiffness and connection conditions. Indeed, in this building typology it is common to find timber floors made with a single planking 
layer, usually not connected to the walls. In this case, interventions should aim at decreasing the in-plane deformability, and at 
strengthening the connections between horizontal structures and walls [81]. The floor intervention applied in this study, in case of 
historical buildings, considers the presence of wooden floors and consists in wooden planking reinforcement, which has proven to be 
very successful when applied to existing timber floors, as it helps increasing the in-plane stiffness without overloading [82–85]. This 
intervention consists of adding single or double wooden planks over the existing one, preferably using tongue-and-groove joints with 
nails or screws as connectors placed in orthogonal direction or at 45◦ (Fig. 6). Other strategies may be the insertion of diagonal metallic 
belts or composite material strips [86]. 

In case of modern buildings, floors are typically made of either reinforced lattice joist or steel beams and hollow tiles, and are 
usually completed with a concrete slab. The steel used as reinforcement is not always enough and, in particular, during the first 
evolutions of steel/hollow tiles and RC joist/hollow tiles floor systems, the connection between the joists and the slab was often 
inadequate or even absent, as well as the connections to the walls are often inadequate, due to the absence or poor reinforcement of RC 
tie-beams along the building [87]. In case of poor RC and hollow-tile floors, a concrete slab can be replaced or even added (Fig. 6b), 
with the insertion of adequate connections to the joists and to the walls around the building perimeter. 

Regarding the implementation phase, Vulnus_4.0 does not provide a way to implement intervention on the floors automatically, but 
it is necessary to simulate the effect of the intervention indirectly. Indeed, the implementation of the installation of double wooden 
planks in Vulnus_4.0 has been carried out by inserting ties to simulate the improved box-like behavior when floors are stiffened. Then, 
to further increase the reaction of the diaphragms in the model, the floor-to-wall friction coefficient is increased to take into account 
the improved connection brought by the intervention. For modern buildings, the replacement or the addition of the collaborating slab 
is simulated in Vulnus_4.0 with the insertion of adequate connections with the walls around the entire perimeter. The floor-to-wall 
friction coefficient has not been increased, as in the historical buildings, since it already had non-negligible values due to the type 
of simulated floors, but tie-beams have been inserted at each floor, when they were not already present. By doing so, the insertion of 
tie-beams has not been considered as a stand-alone intervention, because of its difficult application, especially at the intermediate floor 
levels of historical buildings [43,44,88]. Also, an average increase of floor specific weight has been estimated by 1.2 kN/m2, in case of 
newly added collaborating slabs. 

The GNDT parameters concerned by the floor improvements are n. 5 “floor” and n.9 “roof”. The class of the parameter n. 5 is 
assigned based on the floor stiffness and the quality of the wall-to-floor connections. The interventions implemented in this study are 
attributed to an A or B class, based on the presence (class B) or absence (class A) of unaligned floors [35]. Instead, parameter 9 
considers stiffness and quality of connections, but also the presence of thrusts, in case of heavy or light roofs. In this case, the inter-
vention leads to an improvement of only one class, similar to what happens with TR and CR. 

5. Mitigated fragility sets 

The procedure presented in §3 has been repeated for each one of the 445 buildings included in the database designed before 1980 
and analyzed in Donà et al. [14], for each intervention considered. As a result, the fragility sets related to the building macro-typologies 
Pre-1919, 1919–1945, 1946–1960, and 1961–1980, for the two height classes Low-Rise (1 and 2 stories) and Mid-Rise (3, 4 and 5 
stories), are obtained. They are listed here in Table 5 and Table 6 in terms of median μ and standard deviation β of the lognormal 
cumulative fragility curve. The results are also graphically presented in Figs. 7 and 8, where the fragility sets of the retrofitted buildings 
(thick lines) are compared to those of the as-built (AB) ones (thin lines). 

It must be borne in mind that the software Vulnus_4.0 originally produces fragility curves only related to one specific damage state 
(DS2-3), from which a fragility set distributed over the five damage states is then derived. Therefore, the model obtained allows 
capturing the overall vulnerability reduction caused by the application of different interventions, but not the variations of individual 

Fig. 6. Reinforced timber floor with double planking crossed at +45◦ and − 45◦ (a) and addition of composite slab in RC floors (b).  
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damage states (e.g., reduction of severe damage rather than lighter ones, or vice versa). In case the interest was to determine dif-
ferences in fragility for specific damage states, then the modelling should be carried out with more sophisticated methods (e.g., 
pushover analysis). For this reason, the fragility model presented in this work is considered reliable for large-scale analyses, rather than 
for specific and detailed assessments at the scale of individual buildings. 

From these results, it is possible to evaluate the overall improvement brought by different interventions and compare the effec-
tiveness of similar interventions applied to different types of buildings. In Fig. 9, the percentage increase of μ calculated for DS3 is 
shown as an example. From the histograms, on average, MSN interventions are more effective than TR (or CR) and FLR interventions, 
particularly when applied to Mid-Rise buildings that, due to heavier masses, are subjected to stronger shear actions on the walls. This 
does not mean that those kinds of interventions (TR or CR) are not effective in general, as their effectiveness in improving the overall 
behavior and safety level of the building is clear. With this analysis we are addressing effectiveness in terms of damage reduction and, 
when the out-of-plane collapses of masonry walls are hindered, thanks to the presence of ties or confining elements, then the problem 
turns into the possible inadequate strength of masonry walls. Hence, the smaller effectiveness of connection elements is due to the fact 
that, although they bring significant improvements of out-of-plane collapses, however global mechanisms, characterized by the 
attainment of the masonry wall shear strength, start prevailing. As a result, the overall damage of the building is only slightly 
improved. 

It is also interesting to observe that in historical buildings FLR interventions are more effective than the single intervention of TR. 
This is due to the fact that a FLR intervention, as it has been conceived in this study, also considers the presence of diffused connections 
to the walls, thus improving the behavior towards out-of-plane actions, but only from more refined analyses a better seismic load 
redistribution among walls could emerge. Conversely, in the case of modern (post-1945) buildings, FLR interventions are less effective 
than CR, and this is very likely due to a combination of various effects, including the better as-built condition of the modern floors, the 
increase of masses, hence seismic loads, related to the addition of a new collaborating slab, and the more beneficial effect of confining 
elements, considering the absence or low quality of the existing tie-beams. In the case of interventions on floors of modern buildings, it 
is even observed a general worsening of the behavior in case of Mid-Rise constructions, probably due to the unfavorable effect of the 
load increase, not being balanced by a sufficient improvement of stiffness and connections (and of masonry strength). 

Lastly, the improvement obtained by the application of combined interventions is not simply the sum of the improvement obtained 

Table 5 
μ and β values of the as-built and retrofitted fragility models - historical buildings.    

DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4 DS5 

μ [g] β [− ] μ [g] β [− ] μ [g] β [− ] μ [g] β [− ] μ [g] β [− ] 

Pre-1919 AB n ≤ 2 0.098 0.693 0.173 0.715 0.280 0.718 0.453 0.751 0.825 0.793 
n ≥ 3 0.073 0.747 0.129 0.776 0.209 0.784 0.337 0.781 0.612 0.808 

MSN1 n ≤ 2 0.132 0.707 0.234 0.732 0.378 0.725 0.611 0.725 1.110 0.716 
n ≥ 3 0.111 0.756 0.197 0.786 0.317 0.774 0.514 0.785 0.942 0.816 

MSN2 n ≤ 2 0.154 0.694 0.274 0.726 0.442 0.735 0.715 0.758 1.301 0.684 
n ≥ 3 0.127 0.748 0.225 0.780 0.363 0.767 0.587 0.772 1.068 0.767 

TR n ≤ 2 0.112 0.740 0.198 0.768 0.320 0.755 0.517 0.766 0.948 0.804 
n ≥ 3 0.078 0.736 0.139 0.757 0.224 0.761 0.362 0.770 0.656 0.806 

FLR n ≤ 2 0.126 0.737 0.223 0.760 0.360 0.749 0.582 0.753 1.059 0.758 
n ≥ 3 0.091 0.681 0.162 0.702 0.262 0.706 0.424 0.735 0.770 0.774 

MSN1+TR n ≤ 2 0.168 0.692 0.298 0.718 0.481 0.737 0.780 0.778 1.425 0.698 
n ≥ 3 0.119 0.744 0.212 0.768 0.342 0.756 0.553 0.756 1.009 0.778 

MSN1+FLR n ≤ 2 0.205 0.702 0.365 0.703 0.588 0.683 0.945 0.677 1.685 0.670 
n ≥ 3 0.148 0.671 0.262 0.694 0.423 0.699 0.684 0.717 1.241 0.672 

MSN2+TR n ≤ 2 0.190 0.730 0.338 0.737 0.545 0.729 0.879 0.761 1.579 0.711 
n ≥ 3 0.142 0.701 0.253 0.729 0.408 0.733 0.659 0.747 1.196 0.697 

MSN2+FLR n ≤ 2 0.264 0.737 0.469 0.738 0.758 0.726 1.223 0.653 2.172 0.611 
n ≥ 3 0.184 0.686 0.327 0.700 0.529 0.709 0.856 0.752 1.554 0.708 

1919–1945 AB n ≤ 2 0.107 0.753 0.190 0.767 0.307 0.765 0.496 0.785 0.910 0.813 
n ≥ 3 0.084 0.719 0.149 0.746 0.241 0.751 0.390 0.768 0.707 0.819 

MSN1 n ≤ 2 0.142 0.705 0.253 0.733 0.408 0.742 0.660 0.764 1.197 0.712 
n ≥ 3 0.118 0.784 0.209 0.814 0.338 0.802 0.547 0.802 0.999 0.809 

MSN2 n ≤ 2 0.162 0.701 0.287 0.734 0.465 0.754 0.753 0.791 1.373 0.694 
n ≥ 3 0.138 0.728 0.245 0.760 0.395 0.770 0.638 0.790 1.159 0.749 

TR n ≤ 2 0.116 0.771 0.206 0.798 0.332 0.781 0.538 0.774 0.983 0.803 
n ≥ 3 0.088 0.718 0.155 0.739 0.251 0.742 0.405 0.771 0.735 0.819 

FLR n ≤ 2 0.126 0.741 0.223 0.765 0.360 0.756 0.581 0.762 1.058 0.765 
n ≥ 3 0.086 0.725 0.153 0.737 0.247 0.747 0.399 0.768 0.724 0.828 

MSN1+TR n ≤ 2 0.173 0.716 0.308 0.743 0.497 0.763 0.807 0.802 1.475 0.705 
n ≥ 3 0.123 0.743 0.218 0.775 0.353 0.762 0.570 0.764 1.038 0.773 

MSN1+FLR n ≤ 2 0.194 0.697 0.344 0.705 0.555 0.697 0.895 0.727 1.604 0.700 
n ≥ 3 0.121 0.701 0.215 0.727 0.347 0.709 0.561 0.708 1.023 0.738 

MSN2+TR n ≤ 2 0.191 0.745 0.339 0.755 0.548 0.750 0.884 0.780 1.586 0.711 
n ≥ 3 0.146 0.707 0.260 0.733 0.419 0.746 0.678 0.775 1.231 0.709 

MSN2+FLR n ≤ 2 0.233 0.696 0.413 0.714 0.665 0.693 1.066 0.627 1.888 0.599 
n ≥ 3 0.143 0.687 0.253 0.713 0.409 0.717 0.661 0.732 1.199 0.683  
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for the two interventions applied separately, but it is definitely higher, due to the hindrance or delay of different collapse mechanisms, 
both in- and out-of-plane, and the overall improvement of the building behavior. With reference to the above-mentioned effects of TR 
and CR on the out-of-plane collapses and on the building damage state in general, it is clear how combining an intervention of TR or CR 
with the improvement of masonry strength and quality (MSN1, MSN2 or MSN), allows achieving an outcome that is better than the 
sum of the outcomes of the single interventions carried out separately. 

As expected, the improvement in case of modern buildings is generally lower than that of historical buildings, because of the better 
as-built condition of the former. 

As already said, the retrofitted fragility models obtained in this study allow the identification of the overall vulnerability reduction 
brought by the application of different interventions, but not the variations of individual damage states. More detailed modelling 
would be required to capture the specific effects of each intervention on the variation of the various damage state, as well as on the 
overall structural behavior. Since the goal of this work is the assessment of vulnerability reduction at a large scale, such level of detail 
was not required. 

6. Damage maps and results 

The mitigated fragility curves presented in the last section can be used to produce seismic damage maps, which can then be 
compared to the maps elaborated using as-built fragility models. In this work, damage maps have been calculated using the online 
platform IRMA (Italian Risk Maps), developed by Eucentre (European Center for Training and Research in Earthquake Engineering) 
under the direction of the Italian Department of Civil Protection [89]. IRMA produces seismic damage and risk maps at municipality 
level for the entire Italian country by processing information about vulnerability (fragility sets customizable by the user), hazard 
(Italian Seismic Hazard map - MPS04 [90]) and exposure (from ISTAT census data). IRMA can produce conditional or unconditional 
damage maps: in this study, unconditional maps were elaborated, which means that all the available return periods of seismic events 
need to be taken into account, also considering their probability of occurrence within an observation time window. Here, the damage 
maps have been elaborated for a time window of 50 years. Fig. 10 shows the mean damage maps (for residential masonry residential 
buildings) for the as-built configuration, obtained by implementing the fragility curves proposed in Ref. [14] in the IRMA platform, as 
well as for some possible retrofit strategies for which fragility curves have been developed in this study (particularly, Fig. 10 presents 
the damage maps for TR, MSN2+TR, CR, and MSN + CR). Mean damage maps are calculated as the weighted average of the probability 
of reaching or exceeding the possible damage levels, according to Equation (1): 

DSM =
∑5

i=1
i • DSi (1)  

where DSM is indeed the mean damage and DSi represents the probability of reaching a specific damage state i. This indicator provides a 
synthetic representation of damage that suggests the mean damage that a building would suffer in case of a particular seismic scenario. 

The maps shown in Fig. 10 confirm the previous observations, and also point out that, in general, the same intervention leads to 

Table 6 
μ and β values of the as-built and retrofitted fragility models - modern buildings.    

DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4 DS5 

μ [g] β [− ] μ [g] β [− ] μ [g] β [− ] μ [g] β [− ] μ [g] β [− ] 

1946–1960 AB n ≤ 2 0.150 0.732 0.266 0.760 0.430 0.767 0.696 0.783 1.264 0.704 
n ≥ 3 0.135 0.748 0.240 0.783 0.387 0.782 0.625 0.800 1.134 0.763 

MSN n ≤ 2 0.196 0.750 0.348 0.751 0.561 0.732 0.903 0.747 1.618 0.704 
n ≥ 3 0.189 0.755 0.335 0.761 0.540 0.759 0.873 0.791 1.569 0.714 

CR n ≤ 2 0.170 0.800 0.302 0.818 0.488 0.809 0.792 0.820 1.448 0.702 
n ≥ 3 0.138 0.737 0.244 0.771 0.395 0.775 0.637 0.790 1.157 0.748 

FLR n ≤ 2 0.165 0.774 0.293 0.784 0.474 0.787 0.768 0.807 1.403 0.698 
n ≥ 3 0.133 0.730 0.236 0.764 0.381 0.760 0.616 0.777 1.118 0.753 

MSN+CR n ≤ 2 0.227 0.750 0.403 0.754 0.650 0.728 1.042 0.671 1.846 0.643 
n ≥ 3 0.192 0.759 0.340 0.767 0.549 0.756 0.886 0.778 1.590 0.711 

MSN+FLR n ≤ 2 0.230 0.695 0.409 0.716 0.659 0.696 1.057 0.634 1.871 0.608 
n ≥ 3 0.189 0.689 0.335 0.704 0.541 0.707 0.874 0.753 1.571 0.710 

1961–1980 AB n ≤ 2 0.208 0.739 0.369 0.741 0.595 0.716 0.956 0.699 1.703 0.679 
n ≥ 3 0.169 0.676 0.300 0.706 0.485 0.736 0.786 0.785 1.437 0.700 

MSN n ≤ 2 0.267 0.754 0.474 0.760 0.766 0.753 1.237 0.659 2.199 0.608 
n ≥ 3 0.200 0.691 0.354 0.694 0.571 0.680 0.919 0.691 1.644 0.683 

CR n ≤ 2 0.245 0.745 0.435 0.751 0.702 0.731 1.127 0.642 1.995 0.602 
n ≥ 3 0.170 0.688 0.301 0.711 0.487 0.724 0.790 0.760 1.444 0.699 

FLR n ≤ 2 0.233 0.689 0.413 0.707 0.665 0.690 1.066 0.627 1.888 0.599 
n ≥ 3 0.159 0.659 0.283 0.687 0.457 0.702 0.740 0.730 1.348 0.685 

MSN+CR n ≤ 2 0.314 0.791 0.556 0.767 0.895 0.756 1.427 0.681 2.451 0.611 
n ≥ 3 0.207 0.678 0.368 0.689 0.593 0.685 0.953 0.683 1.698 0.671 

MSN+FLR n ≤ 2 0.284 0.696 0.504 0.708 0.816 0.714 1.322 0.662 2.368 0.616 
n ≥ 3 0.196 0.646 0.349 0.657 0.562 0.655 0.906 0.681 1.621 0.682  
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Fig. 7. Mitigated fragility curves for TR, MSN1+TR, MSN2+TR, CR, and MSN + CR.  
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Fig. 8. Mitigated fragility curves for FLR, MSN1+FLR, MSN2+FLR, and MSN + FLR.  
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greater improvements in areas affected by a higher seismic hazard (i.e., Apennine and North-Eastern areas). This highlights not only 
the importance and convenience of preventive measures in areas most subjected to earthquakes, but can also give an indication of 
which intervention can be more suitable for a particular site. 

To better visualize this result, it is possible to refer to the graphs of Fig. 11, where the difference between the expected mean 
damage of the as-built scenario and the expected mean damage of the various retrofit interventions (mean damage variation, ΔMD) is 
reported for some Italian towns. The towns were chosen to have a good representation of different hazard levels: Table 7 shows the 
values of ag [g] for the towns considered and for different return periods [90]. 

Fig. 11 shows how in towns with lower hazard (e.g., Milano), ΔMD is very limited compared to towns with medium or high hazard. 
Nonetheless, the trend of ΔMD appears to be similar for the various towns, meaning that it is possible to observe a comparable scale 
factor among different interventions. In addition, it should be noticed that the damage reduction produced by each intervention is very 
different in towns with a higher hazard level. For example, TR alone in the Pre-1919 epoch produces a very limited mean damage 
variation, between 0.04 for Milano and 0.18 for L’Aquila, while the same intervention combined with an extensive intervention on 
masonry (MSN2+TR) produces a variation that goes from 0.25 in Milano to more than one (1.10, that means a complete change of 
mean damage state) in L’Aquila. 

It is also clear how much the different as-built vulnerability influences the efficacy of the various interventions. Indeed, it is possible 
to obtain a reduction of mean damage up to 1–1.5 DS for historical masonry buildings (particularly in case of Pre-1919 buildings), 
whereas in the case of more modern buildings, ΔDM almost never exceeds 0.5 DS. 

7. Conclusions 

This study provides seismic fragility curves for various macro-typologies of Italian residential masonry buildings, derived from a 
simplified mechanical model. The attention is focused on the effects of different interventions for the improvement of the seismic 
behavior of masonry buildings belonging to four construction periods, ranging from historical buildings up to buildings designed 
before the Eighties of the last century, and to two height classes (Low-Rise and Mid-Rise buildings). 

Fig. 9. Percentage of increase of μ calculated for DS3.  
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Several retrofit interventions have been selected for each construction period, on the basis of the construction features of the 
buildings, of direct field observations and of experimental studies found in the literature. The software Vulnus_4.0 was used to produce 
as-built and retrofitted vulnerability curves of 445 buildings representative of the above-mentioned macro-typologies, and the 

Fig. 10. Mean damage maps for the as-built configuration and some of the investigated interventions (TR, MSN2+TR, CR, and MSN + CR).  
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procedure developed by Donà et al. [14] was followed to create the final fragility sets. Some interventions could be implemented 
directly in the software, while others were simulated by reproducing their effect on the building behavior. Since the curves produced 
by Vulnus_4.0 represent a single damage state (DS2-3), the macroseismic fragility model was calibrated on these curves to represent 
seismic fragility over five damage states (from DS1 to DS5). The retrofitted fragility model obtained in this study thus describes the 
overall vulnerability reduction brought by the application of different interventions, rather than the variations of individual damage 
states, making this model more suitable for large-scale analyses. 

Based on the fragility results, some observations on the performance of the implemented interventions were drawn, estimating the 
vulnerability reduction, in terms of probability of exceedance of damage states, produced by each intervention with respect to the 
building macro-typology. Mean damage maps have also been produced for Italy, using the IRMA platform, and some analyses on 
various Italian towns characterized by different seismic hazard have been presented to show the effect of retrofit interventions for areas 
with different seismic hazard. 

The results presented in this paper provide a first step for the analysis of the effectiveness of seismic interventions. When taking into 
account their costs and their overall impact, it will then be possible to carry out cost-benefit analyses for different risk scenarios and 

Fig. 11. ΔMD between as-built and retrofitted configurations in different Italian towns.  

Table 7 
Seismic hazard of some Italian towns expressed in terms of ag [g].  

Return period (y) 30 50 72 100 140 200 475 1000 2500 

ag [g] 
Milano 0.019 0.024 0.028 0.031 0.035 0.038 0.049 0.059 0.075 
Padova 0.030 0.037 0.042 0.048 0.054 0.060 0.082 0.105 0.142 
Roma 0.041 0.051 0.059 0.066 0.074 0.083 0.108 0.133 0.172 
Napoli 0.045 0.060 0.073 0.086 0.101 0.120 0.168 0.213 0.280 
L’Aquila 0.079 0.104 0.123 0.142 0.164 0.191 0.261 0.334 0.452 
Cosenza 0.072 0.095 0.114 0.135 0.159 0.188 0.274 0.366 0.514  
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evaluate the actual effectiveness of different retrofit strategies. These assessments are essential for authorities and risk management 
stakeholders, as they allow elaborating targeted risk mitigation plans at regional or national level. 
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